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The South of the United States presents, in the twentieth

century, a remarkable flowering in the área of Literature. It has

produced, especially in the first half of the century, more good

writers than any other region in the country. Writers of the

stature of Thomas Wolfe, Eudora Welty, Richard Wright, Tennessee

Williams, Robert Penn Warren, John Crowe Ransom, Carson McCullers,

to name just a few, together with William Faulkner, the greatest

of ali, have been responsible for a period of such creativity that

it has come to be known as "the Southern Renaissance."

Yet the Renaissance, with its characteristics of following

the classical principies of order, stability, clarity, equilibrium,

harmony, is not what comes to one's mind as one dives into the

production of the Southern writers who have created the so-called

"Southern mode." On the contrary, Mannerism nnd Baroque are the

artistic and literary trends that seem to have more in common with

the particular world-view expressed in these texts.

Nothing too unexpected about this statement. As several

critics have pointed out, our century presents, to a large extent,

a reexamination and reevaluation of both trends. Afonso Ávila, in

0 lúdico e a* pKojeçõe* do mundo baKKoco, has stated that

a atnação exeKclda pelo baKKoco sobne a Inteligência
e a sensibilidade modeKnas decoKKe, sem dúvida, da*
*lmllltude* e afinidades que apKoxlmam duas épocas
ckonologicamente distanciadas entKe si, dois Instan

tes ponêm de civilização ocidental que colocam
em cKlse o* mesmos valoKes, dois homens que
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expeKlmentam com Isso uma análoga perplexidade
existencial, duas aKte* que KepeKcutem em sua

linguagem uma bem paKeclda pKessão de hlstoKl

cidade e uma Idêntica Instabilidade de úoKmàs.

Rather than being faced with harmony and stability, the

Southern man views the world as a tense, unstable.violent place.

Rather than dealing on the rational levei of concepts and theories,

he delves into Reality, into the concreteness of Reality, which he

perceives in a very sensorial way. Senses, sensorial perceptions.

Sound. Conflict, tension, violence. Fury. Life "is a tale, told by
2

an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing." No wonder

Faulkner took, from this quotation from Shakespeare, the title of

one of his novéis. Shakespeare was also able to perceive that the

apparent stability of the Renaissance was hiding a major crisis of

values soon to follow and to find expression in Mannerism and in

the age of Baroque.

A discussion of Shakespeare's work does not fali into the

scope of this paper. However, one can at least mention Arnold

Hauser's comments, in his HlstoKla Social de Ia LlteKatuKa y ei

AKte, on several aspects of Shakespeare's texts that reveal the

dissolution of the classical notion of Art without tension. Hauser

mentions, among others, his contradictory characters, the

abandonment of the principies of unity, order, and economy, the

mixture of the tragic, the comic, and the grotesque, of the

sensual and the intellectual, of the abstract and the concrete,

the violent scenic effects, the abrupt shift in scenes, the use of

antitheses, puns, and metaphors, the emphasis on the irrationality

and the absurdity of life, etc

For Shakespeare, as for the Southern writers, the sound and

the fury are seen as constant components of life and recurring

elements of human experience. In this way these artists.separated
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by time, give expression to the same anguish. Their works convey at

once the peculiarity of their experience and the universality of

man's predicament as he finds himself trapped by time.

Faulkner was not the only writer to perceive this affinity

with the Elizabethan playwright. Allen Tate, in his essay "The

Profession of Letters in the South," discusses the peculiar

historical consciousness of the twentieth century Southern

novelist. He compares it to that of Shakespeare, in that they

dramatize "the psychic consequence of the shift in the Western

apprehension of existence from the traditionalist to the

historical mode." Such consciousness of time and history, and of

their relation to the self, is fundamental in Southern literature

and is related to the peculiarity of the Southern experience in

the context of the history of the United States.

The American legend of success, wealth, and victory established

in the earlier years of the twentieth century is familiar to whoever

studies any aspect of the American life. On the individual levei, it

has come to be known as "the American Dream," making of Lincoln a

major symbol of the possibility of social ascension due to personal

characteristics; on a national levei, it has been supported by a

succession of victories that lifted the country to a position of

prominence in the world. Before Vietnam the United States had not

experienced defeat. Nationalism, faith on their institutions,

acceptance of Capitalism, and the ideology of Americans as models

for other people were accepted by most Americans. Different types

of "missionnaries" of the United States still travei throughout

the world spreading this Messianic view of their role and the

gospel of success.

Only one region in the United States was unable to share ali

of the illusions of unchallenged power. Unlike most Americans, for

whom their country was immune to the historical process that
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inevitably leads ali civilizations, strong as they are, to decadence

and destruction Southern men knew the taste of failure. They were

the only ones in the United States who had been forced to go

through the experience of military defeat and occupation. Their

submission to the North therefore conflicted with the prevailing

view of life in the country. They could not consider man as the

master of his destiny, for they had to acknowledge the existence

of uncontrollable forces which surpass the power of one's will.

Such perception of man as trapped by History» by Time, must also be

related to the Calvinistic ideas that pervade Southern culture.

Calvinists see man as a limited creature, and evil as an active

force operating in lifer and creating anguish and anxiety. Edgar

Allan Poe, another Southerner, has expressed these views in a

recurrent way.

The perception of evil, the notion of human limitation, and

the feeling of failure accompany the struggle of the Southern

writer to cope with his sense of dissolution and loss due to the

fragmentation of the community and the collapse of the social order

of the Old South. Recurring themes of Southern literature are

exactly the loss of unity of being in modern man, the divorce

between means and end, the gap between religion and moral agency,

the contrast between the old order based on a code of honor and the

guilt of slavery, the raoral duplicity of the new world,the treacherous

role of the past as it has a controlling function in human life,

history and memory as essential elements in life. A sense of fate

and doom, of guilt and the demand for expiation are peculiar

elements of the Southern experience to find expression in literary

works. And so are the fury hidden behind the mask of gentility, the

crisis of values, the contradictions inherent in their view of

life. And so is the attempt to perceive life on basis of the

concrete, the particular, the actual, revealing what Warren has
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called "the fear of abstraction, (...) the fear that the

concreteness of life will be violated." From this evolves the

concern with reality as it can be perceived through the senses.

The sensorial method and the dark view of life - "the sound and

the fury" - are then special traits which made of the "Southern

mode" a unique contribution to twentieth century American

Literature.

The same type of contribution comes from other áreas of

culture. The concern with the actual, the concrete, and the view

of tension and paradox as primary elements in art are the main

characteristics of a movement in literary cri/ticism originated in

the South - the New Criticism. The main figures of this group are

some of the same authors we have mentioned before, such as Ransom,

Tate, Brooks, Warren, who worked together since the nublication of

the famous magazine The Fugltlve in Nashville, Tennessee. They ali

had one feature in common: they turned to a study of poetry

concentrating on the actual text of the works, trying to solve the

problem of unity on basis of the verbal structure of the põem. Tate,

for example, states that the meaning of a põem lies in the tension

of intension (connotation) and extension (denotation). Brooks,

another important Southern critic, analyses poems as structures of

paradoxes and ironies. A good or complex põem would have to be

ironic, that is, to present the recognition of incongruities and

ambiguities, and a reconciliation of opposites.

I mention these criticai positions only to reinforce the

notion that the elements we are discussing stand out whenever a

literary work by these Southern writers is subject to inquiry.

Professor C. Hugh Holman is then justified in his statement

that

appKoach It howeveK you will, you will ilnd
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at the heaKt 04 the southeKn Klddle a unlon o{

opposltes, a condltlon o$ Instablllty, a

paKadox. Calm qKace and Kaw hatKed. Pollshed

manneKS and violence. An Intense Indlvlduallsm

and Intense gKoup pKessuKe* towand conlonmlty.

A KeveKence to the point 06 IdolatKy oi *eli~

detenmlnlng action and a caste and cia**

*tnuctuKe pnesupposlng an aKlstocKatlc

hleKaKchu.

This is the subject raatter Southern writers have at hand. To

give artistic expression to it is the natural step for artists

who perceive the tragic dilemma of man tom between past and

present, between his thirst for eternity and his acute and

anguished awareness of transitoriness. The same ambiguities that

led the South to disaster provide the material for an extraordinary

artistic presentation of life.

This does not mean, however, that the acute regional

consciousness of the Southerner is a limiting trait which-would

lead to the narrowing of his perception. The writer creates out of

his personal experience, but the fictional world has a life of its

own. Yoknapatawpha County is not Lafayette County, and Jefferson

is not Oxford, Mississipi, but they are universalized recreations,

since Faulkner is searching for a pattem, a meaning behind "real

life" and his accumulated personal experiences.

F.or this reason, several critics have stated that the

Southern writers reshape History into myth: they use the

particular, the regional, as a means to attain deeper knowledge of

human life. Their characters then become "archetypal,'" in that

they dramatize the tragic condition of the human lot.

Faulkner's novel The Sound and the FuKtt exemplifies, in a

perfect way, these main traits of Southern literature. The quotation

from which the title derives provides the best comment one could
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make on the meaning of this work and on Southern literature as a

whole:

TomoKKow, and tomoKKow, and tomoKKow,

CKeep* In thl* petty pace inom day to day

To the la*t *yllable oi neconded time;

And ali oun ye*tendaif* have llqhted iools

The wan to du*ty death. Out, out bnlei candlel
Llie's but a walklng shadow, a pooK playeK

That stKut* and inet* hl* houK upon the stage

And then Is heand no mone. It l* a tale

Told by an Idlot, iull oi sound and iuny,

Slgnliylng nothlnq.

Although it would be impossible to present here an extensive

analysis of the novel, there are some important aspects one could

deal with in order to clarify the relationship between the

quotation from Macbeth and Faulkner's text.

The novel presents, through the recollections of different

narrators, a period of some years in the life of the Compson

family. However, one can see that, rather than being the saga of a

family, it has, as its subject matter, Time itself.

The fragmentation of the point of view, the apparent disorder

of the narrative, the intermingling of past and present in the

memories of the characters reveal that Faulkner is not concerned

with chronological time, but with Time as an overwhelming and

inscrutable reality. The four sections of the novel deal with

different forms of perceiving (or not perceiving) time, but they

ali lead to the same conclusion: man is entrapped by time. He is

tied to his past and is forced to face the fact that he is

timebound and transitory, a walking shadow, a brief candle, a

poor player, who aimlessly tries to stop the flux of time. If

Caddy tries to live the present and Benjy has no sense of time,

Quentin and Jason are obsesscd with time. Jason is constantly
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trying to catch up with time, and he never does. Ouentin tries to

transcend chronological time, and he only does it through death.

Ali of them are tied to their past, to the emotional bonds of

love or hatred from which they never free themselves. Caddy comes

back to see her chi.ld, and is finally frozen in a picture where

she looks "ageless and beautiful, cold, serene and damned;" Benjy

cannot forget his sister; Quentin considers himself the guardian

of a sense of honor which comes from tradition and kills himself

by drowning; Jason cannot forgive Caddy for not having got his job

and feeds on his hatred for almost twenty years.

Symbols of time associated with death recur in the novel:

Quentin's watch (which he breaks in the attempt to escape time),

the river where he drowns himself, the kitchen clock, water, fire,

shadows, ali carrying the themes of finitude and flux. Man's

anguish as he realizes that everything passes forces him to look
9

backwards, not into the future, for nothing is or will but was.

Life is therefore devoid of meaning and the sense of absurdity

pervades our nercention of it. Man, alone with himself, faces his

loss of innocence and his deterioration, and is led into various

forros of evading awareness: alcohol (Mr. Compson), money (Jason),

sex (Caddy), suicide (Quentin), disease (Mrs. Compson). And thus

he unwillingly performs his role in the tragicomedy of life.

Benjy's castration becomes a major symbol of the process of

deterioration to which time submits the human being. Then comes

the fury:

It will be a qamble and the *tnange thlng l* that

man who l* concelved by accldent and who*e eveKy

bneath l* a ine*h ca*t with dlce alneady loaded

againAt him will not iace that ilnal main which
he knowA beioKe hand he haA a**uKedly to iace

without e**ayin(] expedlentA Kanglnq ali the way

ÍKom violence to petty chlcaneKtj that would not
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decelve a chlld untll someday In veKtj dl*gu*t

he Kl*k* eveKiithlng on a *lngle bllnd tunn oi

a cand no man even doe* that undeK the ilKAt

iuKy oi deApalK ok nemoK*e ok beKeavement he

doe* It only when he ha* Keall*ed that even

the de*palK ok Kemotue ok beKeavement l* not

pantlculaKly ImpoKtant to the daKk dlceman

and l temponany and he It l* haKd bellevlng

to thlnk that a love ok a sonnow l* a bond

puncha*ed without deslgn and which matune*

wllllngly and l* Kecalled without waKnlng to
be Keplaced btt whateveK Issue the god* happen

to be iloatlna at the time. ipp. 220-21)

This pessimistic view of life is echoed in most works

written by the Southerners:Ellen Glasgow's BaKKen Gnound, Wolfe's

Vou Can't Go Home Again, Look Homewand, Angel, Oi Time and the

Rlven, Williams' A Stneetcan Named Ve*lne and Tfte Gla** Menagenie,

Warren's Ali the Klng'* Men. The list is endless, and the titles

themselves suggest the preoccupation with the past,the South, time

passing, man's transience and fragility.

The sensorial method, which is the other side of "the sound

and the fury," also finds perfect expression in Faulkner's novel.

While "the fury" is associated with revolt, as man is faced with

the absurdity of his condition, "the sound" becomes an indicative

of the concreteness in the artists' rendering of material.

The world of ali the characters is full of sounds, smells,

colors, shadows, fire. The description of people is conveyed in

terms of startling visual images, such as:

hen £ace was like a cup oi mllk dashed with

coiiee In the sweet wanm emptiness. (p. 155)
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a blg man who appeaKed to have been shaped oi

Some *ub*tance whose paKtlcleA would not ok dld

not coheKe to one anotheK ok to the iKame which

AuppoKted It. [p. 342)

Also,Benjy sees the objects of the world as "bright shapes"

and is almost hypnotized by fire, while Quentin perceives them as

shadows.

Their world is also recending with smell. Caddy smells like

trees, the smell of the honeysuckle is associated with sex, Quentin

feels the smell of the curves of the river where he will drown

himself, people smell of rain, Benjy's sense of smell is repeatedly

referred to, Mrs. Compson always has a camphor-scented handkerchief

to her nose, Jason has several headaches due to the smell of

gasoline, Benjy perceives that Caddy has lost her virginity because

he feels a different smell.

And their world is full of sound. Jason and Quentin constantly

hear the sound of chimes and bells, Benjy roars inside and outside

the house, Mrs. Compson calls for help, the negrões sing or laugh

aloud, Jason screams.

"The sound," which we took as a symbol for sensorial

perception itself, is also the expression of the hopelessness of

fury, of revolt, since the human condition cannot be changed.

Benjy, the idiot, the first narrator who tells us the tale, the

character for whom reality exists only as it reaches his senses,

bellows

Alowly, abjectly, without teaKA;

the QKave hopeleAA Aound oi ali

volceleAA mlAeKij unden the Aun. [p. 3951

And so it becomes true that
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Llie l* a tale, told by an Idlot, iull oi

Aound and iuKif, *lgnliylng nothing.

Fortunately for us, however, some things resist the destructive

power of time. If the candle is brief, it is capable, nevertheless,

in its short appearance upon the stage, of creating a perennial

picture of life, immortalizing it through Art.

One more ironical contradiction to add to those discussed in

this paper and to sum up the importance of Southern literature in

the twentieth century: by dealing with time, with the flux of time,

the Southern writers, like Faulkner, have crystallized it in their

works, creating meaning out of chãos.

These authors, to borrow Faulkner's words, have not only

endurcd.

They prevai1.
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